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What would happen if the president of the U.S.A. went crazy? When asked about popular vote, the New York Times calls the 1965 political thriller by the author of Seven Days in May a little too plausible for comfort. How can the highest powers in Washington be persuaded that the President of the United States is dangerously unstable – before it is too late?
Senator Jim MacVeagh is proud to serve his country – and its president, Mark Hollenbach, who has an almost impeccable reputation as the vibrant, charismatic leader of MacVeagh's party and the nation. When Hollenbach begins to trust MacVeagh, the young senator knows that his star is on the rise. But then Hollenbach starts calling MacVeagh to Camp
David in the middle of the night. There, the president sits in the dark, scolding his enemies and unfurled insane theories about all the people he says have conspired against him. They would do anything, President Hollenbach tells the stunned senator, to stop him from setting in motion the grand, unprecedented plans he has to make America a great world
power again. MacVeagh is increasingly convinced that the man he once admired has lost his mind. But what can he do? Who can he tell? Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group Written when the 25th Amendment was debated and adopted in the mid-1960s and at the time seemed to go beyond the box, this book sounds all too true today. A simple reading that
reminds us that truth can be stranger than fiction - but that fiction can unfortunately also predict the truth. Maybe a bestseller when written, but not in trump world. The 1965 novel Night of Camp David is a 1965 novel by Fletcher Knebel. For 18 weeks, it was on the bestseller list in 1965. [1] [2] In November 2018, Vintage Books announced that it would release
the book again. [3] Synopsis In the novel, Democratic Senator Jim MacVeagh of Iowa is appointed by President Mark Hollenbach to Camp David. MacVeagh, who is to become Hollenbach's next vice president, is worried because Hollenbach is showing signs of intense paranoia. It mistakenly expresses its desire to develop closer relations between the
United States and the USSR and seeks to sever ties with America's allies in Europe. Hollenbach believes that the American media is conspiring against him. MacVeagh is the only person who notices that Hollenbach's mind is crumbling as the presidential advisers and politicians he tries to warn ignore him. The only person in possession of evidence of
Hollenbach's mental decline is his mistress Rita. Hollenbach is under fbi investigation by both MacVeagh and Rita. [1] Reception in 1965, in a book review in The New York Times, the writer David Dempsey described Night of Camp David as too plausible for comfort. [4] [3] References a b c Wilson, Wilson, (9 November 2018). A 1965 A Novel About A
Dangerously Unstable President, Is Being Rereleased. The New York Times. Retrieved November 10, 2018. McCarthy, Tom (30 November 2018). Night of Camp David: the return of a 1965 book about an insane president. The Guardian. Retrieved May 19, 2019. A b Alter, Alexandra (8 November 2018). A 1965 Novel About an Unhinged President Is Being
Rereleased. The New York Times. Retrieved November 10, 2018. * Dempsey, David (May 23, 1965). Was the president of his rocker?. The New York Times. Retrieved november 10, 2018. Retrieved from top reviews The latest top reviews Top reviews The latest top reviews Congratulations, you clever people at vintage books! You really made me read this! I
mean, there I was, in the head of my own business, walking past the shelves at a middling pace when I saw this paperback, its white lettering against a black background glaring: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN WHEN THE PRESIDENT OF THE USA WENT STARK-RAVING MAD? Now I'm a good American worried about the fate of my country and in the habit of
paying attention to the president's tweets, thought t congratulations, you clever people at vintage books! You really made me read this! I mean, there I was, in the head of my own business, walking past the shelves at a middling pace when I saw this paperback, its white lettering against a black background glaring: WHAT WOULD HAPPEN WHEN THE
PRESIDENT OF THE USA WENT STARK-RAVING MAD? Now I thought, a good American who cares about the fate of my country and has a habit of paying attention to the president's tweets, and thought, yes, that could happen. So I examined the book more closely, and when I found it to be Night of Camp David, written by Fletcher Kneble (co-author of my
second favorite political thriller Seven Days in May), I decided to try it out. Boy, was I wrong! I'm not going to say it was exactly bad, but it was often boring, written in this typical mid-century best-selling style (Michener, Uris, Drury, etc.), with imperfectly developed characters who take themselves too seriously, especially considering how undeveloped they
are. (I mean the men. The female characters – equally undeveloped, with the exception of breast size – must not take themselves seriously at all.) There are a few good moments here, most of them from the increasingly paranoid president: his joke at the Gridiron dinner about universal wire-pullers, his grand plan to form a political union with Scandinavia, his
cruel, self-absorbed to his son (bad grades) and a farmer from Oklahoma (who dares to make a harmless proposal for water protection). The end, however, was worse than the rest. Fletcher Kneble, in the long run, lost his and refused to consider the effects of an end with a bang, opted instead for a whimper. Do yourself a favor, and if you want to read a
political thriller from the 60s, choose Richard Condon's Manchurian candidate instead (this is my first favorite political thriller movie!). Oh, a final word to the good people at Vintage Books. I didn't buy this copy of Night at Camp David. I checked it out of the library instead. Ha! Ha! Have the last laugh at you! ... more Best ComedyBest BooksBest BooksRead
more of the main storyBooks NewsA few months ago, prominent political pundits began buzzing about a provocative book by a Washington journalist. The book, which raised questions about what congressional leaders should do when the president was mentally unstable and unfit for office, was not a new revelation about the Trump administration. It was a
1965 political thriller by Fletcher Knebel. The novel Night of Camp David depicts an unhinged American president who falls victim to his own paranoia and conspiratorial fantasies as the people around him struggle to contain his worst impulses. (One critic called the book too plausible for solace in a 1965 review in the New York Times, the same year that
Congress passed the 25th Amendment, which provides for a mechanism to remove a president deemed unfit.) Now, more than 50 years after its release, Night of Camp David is getting a new life. Later this month, Vintage Books, a Penguin Random House imprint, republished the novel as a paperback, e-book and audiobook. The publisher is not afraid to
draw parallels between the novel and our current overheated political climate, with a dramatic black cover flap that repeats the original novel's slogan: What would happen if the president of the United States were strong Raving Mad? It has the perfect balance between escapism and that haunting whiff of reality, said Anne Messitte, editor of Vintage
Books.Messitte said she became aware of the novel in early September when Rachel Maddow spoke at length on MSNBC, noting the eerie similarities between the fictional plot and the day's biggest political story: the anonymous op-ed in The New York Times by a Trump official. , who wrote that members of the administration were working to undermine the
president's agenda and had considered invokeing the 25th Amendment to remove it. Dystopian thriller books and movies like this invite us as Americans to imagine what we A presidency that has gone this hay wire, Maddow said. It turns out that everything could have been a good education, because today's news invites us Americans to look at the same
thing. ImageCredit... Penguin Random HouseInterest in the novel soared. Presidential historian Michael Beschloss tweeted about it. In a one-way With the New York Times, Bob Woodward mentioned that he had recently read it. Used copies on Amazon cost more than 100 US dollars. I read this book a long time ago in the late 1960s, wrote one reviewer on
Amazon. Today we should simply change his name to a night of Mar-A-Largo. It's the same plot only the characters are different. The novel revolves around a young senator from Iowa who is worried about the president's mental health when he is called to Camp David in the middle of the night. In convoluted monologues, the president - a liberal Democrat
named Mark Hollenbach - rails against his perceived political enemies and imaginary conspiracies against him. He rails against the media and accuses a newspaper columnist of plotting to discredit him. He is trying to undo America's long-standing alliances with Western Europe and is organizing a high-level conference with the Soviet premiere, which could
harm our national security, according to the New York Times. (Bizarrely, there is even a Supreme Court judge in the novel whose last name is Cavanaugh.) It's unclear whether Night of Camp David will attract political junkies who have obsessively followed the real political melodrama that takes place daily in Washington. Two of this year's biggest
blockbusters - Fear by Bob Woodward and Fire and Fury by Michael Wolff - offered explosive insider accounts of the drama and dysfunction in the Trump White House, selling millions of copies. But while readers have been glued to the non-stop political news cycle, interest in fiction seems to have substantiated, while nonfiction sales have skyrocketed.
There were some notable exceptions. The President Is Missing, a novel about a fictional president written by Bill Clinton and James Patterson, has sold more than a million copies. But other works of political fiction have fallen flat, perhaps because the genre has limited appeal at a moment when the headlines are often more dramatic than anything a
screenwriter or novelist could imagine. A handful of novelists have written fictional critiques of Trump, mostly with disappointing commercial results. Howard Jacobson published a satirical political allegory about a vain, vulgar prince who was inthetested by critics and readers. (The Guardian said Jacobson misses his punches.) Last month, an anonymous
author published a thriller called The Kingfisher Secret about an American tycoon who is about to become president of the United States and has secret ties to the Russian government. Despite its Premise, or perhaps precisely because of him, The Kingfisher Secret has been shaved by some critics as a bad substitute for the actual news: Admittedly, the
confirmed and speculative details of the president's misconduct career are hard to match for fiction, but this plot plot More than Donald Trump, who is swirling around his golf course, Ron Charles wrote in The Washington Post. Last year, Jonathan Freedland, a columnist for The Guardian, published a novel under a pseudonym about a moody and impulsive
American president who brings the country to the brink of nuclear war with North Korea and encourages white supremacists by stoking racist fears. The novel To Kill a President, which also wrestles with the question of how to remove an unfit president from office, was apparently too plausible for some: I got through it to three-quarters. A bit too close to
reality, wrote one reader on Amazon. (One Times critic complained that it was too realistic, writing that as a suspense novel it is probably far too honest for its own good.) But many readers were thrilled: the book was on the bestseller list in hardcover for 18 weeks. Knebel's son Jack Knebel said the family was pleased that the book would be republished and
that his father was probably shocked to see how forward-looking his novel was. The parallels are quite striking between then and now, he said, he would say, yes, that's exactly what I was afraid of.
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